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Stolen wages, missing Trust funds :
The fight for justice in Queensland

By Dr Ros Kidd

One of ANTaR Queensland’s major projects over the last few years has been to promote public
awareness of the abhorrent scheme under which Aboriginal workers were consigned to compulsory
work contracts but denied control over their earnings, strategies of control that continued into the late
1960s.  A key facet of ANTaR’s many functions on this topic has been to provide a forum for
indigenous people to tell their own stories to the wider public, many of whom are absolutely – and
understandably – ignorant on these matters.

ANTaR Queensland has run a range of different events: workshops at major universities, discussion
nights, dinners centred on a single speaker providing the historical context, or with several leading
local speakers describing their experience under such a punitive regime and the consequences for
their current circumstances.  The high attendance at these functions attests to ANTaR’s success at
awakening public interest in such discrimination and in generating a sense of solidarity with those so
badly treated for so many years.

This solidarity is perhaps best exemplified by ANTaR’s committed support from the inception of a
group calling itself GMAG – the Grassroots Murri Action Group – born out of discussions around the
kitchen table by a group of local women, led by Auntie Gloria Beckett.  These ladies declared they
were fed up with ongoing and seemingly fruitless talkfests by what they saw as male-dominated
indigenous organisations.  They set out to deal direct with aggrieved people at ground level, and, in
tandem with ANTaR, to agitate for justice.  GMAG is now a key body that liaises with remote
communities to articulate their frustrations and needs, and to explain the current position in the
ongoing struggle.

Last year ANTaR sponsored a legal forum which attracted a packed room of legal and government
bigwigs. They heard a call for action from a key speaker from the local indigenous organisation FAIRA
(Foundation for Aboriginal and Islander Research Action), the body that successfully prosecuted the
government in the Human Rights Commission in 1996 over underpaid wages, winning a payout now
nudging $56 million.  Other speakers were myself to provide the historical data, and a leading
barrister to provide the legal context.  Again, the audience was amazed to learn not only of the extent
of institutionalised discrimination, but of demands now being brought against the state government to
account for the negligence and malfeasance of their forebears.

Let me introduce myself.  Having chosen to research Aboriginal administration in Queensland as my
PhD topic, I have been working for the last ten years, primarily from evidence on government files
from the 1840s to the present.  As one of the ‘typically ignorant’, I was appalled by what I read and
what I learned.  Very briefly, from 1897 to 1972 the state government could declare any person a
ward of state, confine them on reserves, separate their children into dormitories, control their
employment and savings.  Almost half the state’s population was snared under this regime.  Parents
lost the right over adoption and marriage of their children.  Education until the late 1950s comprised a
few years’ teaching by largely untrained staff, a breach of the state’s Education Acts.  The appalling –
and often fatal – conditions on the government-run reserves is a national scandal.

Men, women and children were contracted to work on 12-month ‘agreements’: to refuse was to risk
punishment or banishment, usually to Palm Island.  From the early 1900s wages went directly to
police protectors; people were supposed to get a fraction as ‘pocket money’ but the department never
had any system to ensure even this was paid.  Fraud on Aboriginal savings, by both employers and
police, was so common by 1921 that a system of thumbprints was introduced to thwart it.  Yet year
after year internal documents, inquiries and audits detailed continuing negligence and fraud which
deprived people of their earnings. Auditors were still complaining in the late 1960s.

From the early 1930s, ostensibly to prevent such frauds, savings were centralised in Brisbane.  Of an
equivalent of around $15 million today, the government promptly sidelined over 80 per cent to raise
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investment revenue.  This continued into the late 1960s, while the people whose money it was were
living – and dying – in poverty.

We now know the government was taking multiple levies from these savings, we know the
government was improperly dealing with the various Trust funds, diverting money to cover
departmental expenses and building programs on its Aboriginal settlements.  Child endowment and
pensions were intercepted and only a fraction passed to pensioners; several transactions on bulk
endowment are also suspect.

While the present government is keen to disburse a sum of around $8 million left in the remaining
Trust fund, the Aboriginal Welfare Fund, I have strongly argued no settlement should be made until a
full account is given of the hundreds of millions of dollars passed through this fund in its 50 year
operation.

These, briefly, are some of the issues which ANTaR Queensland is working to publicise and to
achieve a just outcome for the thousands whose longterm financial deprivation was so clearly
engineered by state policies and practices.  Our next major project is to organise an international legal
forum, tapping into the knowledge and strength of the Blackfeet Indian people who, through the
Native American Rights Fund, have won spectacular court decisions affirming government liability for
misuse of their Trust monies during the twentieth century.  With potentially billions of dollars at stake,
this case will be a valuable template for our struggle.  The key attorney and the chief plaintiff have
both expressed their enthusiasm to come to Brisbane for such a forum.  We are hoping to finalise a
date soon, possibly in late July.

Dr Ros Kidd is patron of ANTaR Queensland and member-at-large for national ANTaR.  Her
books The Way We Civilise and Black Lives, Government Lies give a full account of
Queensland’s Aboriginal administration.


